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SIR for Brushless Alternator with p:"~uwill consist of 'fOll;;~g"'?'~ _
- -,;:,.:-:----- ---ArineXures-:-_. "

1. It contains essential M&P and, infrastruc1ure required for manufacturing
and supply. It however does not specify the capacity and quantity of the
various items of equipment/components, the quantity/capacity of the M&P
will depend upon the manufacturing capacity. The firm should also have
the facility for storing the raw material and finished product so as to
maintain them in a healthy condition.

2. It contains testing facilities required Record of calibration will be kept
for all measuring apparatus. It has to be updated & valid at the time of
inspection/testing.

5. It contains Quality Assurance Plan for implementation by the firm. It wilt
also be a prerequisite for a firm to submit QAP for according approval for
:;:C~2;?~Y::;!- Brushless Alternator with RRF- The broad points, which are
essertiallv required to be covered are given in Annexure-Il l.

6 It contains the requirements to be fulfiiled for establishing the credentials
sc that reliability of the equipment is ensured.

The details of above are given in Annexure-l, 11 • HI & [V.



(A)
-", .·~n:," :' ...::t -~~Manufacturing facilities: ..:.~

1. Lathe Machine to manufacture shaft and machining of end shield, terminal boxes,

2. Drilling machine

'")
.J. Cylindrical grinding machine

4. Hydraulic press to assemble/dismantle stator and rotor.
\

Dynamic balancing machine.5.

6. Pullers for bearing and pulley.

7. Welding plant.

Soldering/Brazing/Crimping facility.

9. Resistive load for testing of alternator.

10. Crane to handle assembled stator / rotor

11. Baking oven

12 Shaper/milling machine

13. Spray painting facility

14 Vacuum impregnation plant for Class - F insulation --- for 45 kWalternator
only

15. Vacuum impregnation plant for solventless varnishing for Class-H insulation
tor 25 kWalternator.

16. Fork iifter for shiH-ins the material frotn one place t? other place.
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(D)

. ANNEXURE - II

Testing facilities- ~ .'

1. Test panel with (0 to 3100 rpm) preferably variable speed drive. However,
stepped speed of 350/60011500/3100 rpm are acceptable for 4.5 kW alternator.
Similarly, stepped speed of 400/g00/l500/~ 100 fpm for 18/221. 75/25 kl,V
alternators are acceptable.
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High 'voltage tester.

Ammeters and Voltrneters of various ranges and .muitimeter.

Tachometer.

Vernier - Calipers, Micro meters, gauges and scales.

Anemometer.

Torque wrenches for fitting the diodes & tightening of pulleys.

Thermometer and multichannel pyrometer to record temperature rise.

Hose proof test equipment.

Stop watch

Shock pulse meter far checking of bearings

Oscilloscope

Ultrasonic testing machine for checking of rotor shan.

Batterv bank of 120.:;Jl, 110Volt
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ANNEXURE-~In -":_cL~:-=C::;~-i~
•• """'0_- __ .••

--:.:.-------'

L Organisation :

The firm stall submit the organizational structure, along with the qualification of
management involved in quality assurance programme.

Documentation :

The manufacture shall maintain all possible documents and data that will help
him producing ':::OJ1;;:;~ at' quality of product

Purchase of raw material

The supplier shall ensure that the purchased, Product/raw material conforms to
the specified requirement and is procured only on the basis of well-prepared.
technical, specification.

4. Qualiry Control-Process

'Process control checks :::.l1allbe conducted through coell-evolved inspection
procedure to ensure elimination of bad material at the early stage of
manufacture.

:"l. Inspection and 1esring
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/j) Receiving Material The manufacturer shall ensure tint incoming\, ~ -
product is not used' for processed until it has been inspected or otherwise verified
as conforming to specified requirements. Verincation shall be in accordance
with quality plan or documented procedures.

(ii) In process inspection and testing: Inspect, test and identify product as
required by the quality plan or documented procedures evolued on the basis of
hDSO specification and other relevant specification/standard

(iii) The supplier shall carryout all final inspections and test in accordance with
the oualitv clan or documented procedures evolued on the basis of RDSO1 .),

specification and specified standard to complete the evidence of conformances of
the finished product.
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to:.,'.$-~-~~:=~6>::~~::~liistrl!;}O~~ts',crvI~asuri~gmid T~stin~Equipment:
u'f '. . :,. ,. ~. '"""' .. '~.'~ .. __~_ - - .. _ .

f .. . j ',~Ji;~~:~~~~;Je~~~:and' e~~i~~en~,'-~hi:h shall b~ used for testing and inspection

J shall be of the required accuracy and the standard instructions periodically.
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'1.

The firm shall indicate' the "organizational structure of R&D Organisation along
with qualification of the personnel. Firm should have atleast one Graduate (B.E.)
design engineer with experience of more than 5 years in the field of electrical
machines.

_ i'l. " Laboratory Test House : _ T.be _manufacture shall have a v..-eILequipped
Laboratory/Test House to carry out various tests on the raw material, stage
inspection and inspection of the finished product.

_,2. Quality Audit : The manuracrure shall regularly send the samples far testing
by recognised national testing institutions for counter checking the characteristics
and to ensure quality level of their product.

13. Handing /Storage/Delivery : The manufacture shall have proper facilities
for handling and storage of raw material and finish product. The supplier shall
control packing presentation and marking process so as to ensure conforrni-y to
the railway requirement.
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3. For' approval of supply of 4.5 KW alternators" RRU firm snottld have

manufactured at least 500 nos ..of similar or higher rated machines. .r, U

4. After approval for supply of 4.5 KW 125 KW alternator with RRU by RDSu.
if the firm fails to supply the items to Railways within two years of getting t\~e
purchase order or firm does not get the purchase e'S"derfrom Railways within'S
years of approval, its name shall bedeleted from approved vendor list of
RDSO

3. Firm should have minimum four service centres/branch offices, one eait·, ~~'
East , West, Nurth &:1[: SOl.:th regions Qualified engineers with 5 ~~~i. ol
experience in similar field should man these offices so that tI'F':· can
investigate reported [dlures. .

4. In addition to. above following shall be applicable for 25 KW Alternator.
KW alternator IS nrovided in AC coaches its reliability assumes grem ..

~ -' -- i

Importance.

c) Fir:» should have supplied 500 nos. of 4.5 KW alternators with regulator
to Indian Railways successfully.

b) Average failure rate reported from all tl.e Railways of 4.5 KWalternators
, ;' ~.~T~ulator~ should be within 6%. .
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